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art-e-conomy SELECTED 
 
Carlos Motta (NY) 
Mark Brogan (Belgrade/London) 
Sylvain Froidevaux (Geneva) 
Cicero Egli (Geneva) 
Julia Kläring & Nils Olger (Vienna) 
REINIGUNGSGESELLSCHAFT (Dresden) 
 
+ VIRTUAL WALLPAPERS :: CCC – Critical Curatorial Cybermedia , Geneva 
 
The video-program brings together a selection of videoworks that open up the issue of Labour, while the current problematic revolving around the new 
work-conditions, as well as the impact of transformed work-concepts on a general value-system and social psychology, are being observed from and within 
the perspective of an omnipresent neoliberal order. Immaterial labour, flexibility, temporariness and insecurity pertaining to all forms of job-engagement 
today, (un)employment, work-ethics, new forms of organization, social security, alternative models, economic migrations, global movements etc.,  figure 
among all sorts of issues put into question in the projects of contemporary artists/groups coming from Bogota, New York, Vienna, Dresden, Geneva, London 
and Belgrade. They aim at pointing out the necessity of rethinking the socio-economic effects of transition in the conditions determined by the privatization 
process of a formerly state-owned property, and consequently, by the transformation of work-practices, as well as of the value-parameters in everyday 
life. The Virtual Wall Papers project focuses on creative expression and alternative art discourses using digital art for the Web. A broad range of Virtual Wall 
Papers, designed by an international group of artists, is offered to participatory platforms of their choice. Virtual Wall Papers are conceptual/activist works 
using quite consciously the shared culture in the knowledge economy. Among the knowledge environments, the e-participation environments offer an 
opportunity to construct shared knowledge on a non-profit base, opening critical perspectives in the field of Internet networks.  

http://article.gmane.org/gmane.culture.internet.rekombinant/2085
http://morion.samizdat.net/


Mark Brogan 
1967 born in London, UK lives and works in Belgrade, Serbia 
 
An economics graduate from Manchester University, UK (in 1990), Mark Brogan continued his career development in the least expected field of 
economic activity at the times – fine arts. While working on a project addressing the subject of social engineering in the IT corporate environment, his 
bipolar spheres of knowledge have eventually merged: using video and audio works from the call centre telephone conversations as a medium, his 
project is an answer to the problem of how to set up and coordinate an outsourced call centre in Belgrade and simultaneously develop an art practice 
within this context. Through the lens of this art practice, the outsource project moves along unconventional and unpredictable paths, which both 
conform and do not conform to the parent company’s expectations. The project reveals a number of problems: the difficulties faced by Serbian call 
centre staff in attempting to project a corporate persona; how various psychological modes (flattery, authority, sympathy) may be deployed in trying to 
convince managers of internationally known firms to reveal relevant information about their company’s operations, despite the fact that these same 
managers stand to gain nothing by revealing this information to a stranger on the phone.  The project provokes a level of discomfort that, when 
analysed, ultimately revolves around a question of ethics. People located on the lower rungs of social power hierarchies are often forced to make 
detours around Western ethical systems in order to survive. In a volatile capitalist world characterized by challenges and shifts in the existing world 
order, the question of ethics in business becomes slippery terrain. The commercial purpose of the project is to collect for corporate clients from the IT 
industry confidential internal information about their competitors and end-users. The unofficial purpose of the project is to communicate the complex 
philosophical, ethical and social differences (from a workplace perspective) between developed and emerging economies.  
 

 
THE TOTAL REJECT, 2007 
''My project in Belgrade is an answer to the problem of how to set up and coordinate an outsourced call centre in Belgrade and simultaneously develop 
an art practice within this context. Through the lens of this art practice, the outsource project moves along unconventional and unpredictable paths, 
which both conform and do not conform to the parent company’s expectations. Using video and audio works from the call centre telephone 
conversations as a medium, the art project reveals a number of problems: the difficulties faced by Serbian call centre staff in attempting to project a 
corporate persona; how various psychological modes (flattery, authority, sympathy) may be deployed in trying to convince managers of internationally 
known firms to reveal relevant information about their company’s operations, despite the fact that these same managers stand to gain nothing by 
revealing this information to a stranger on the phone.  The project provokes a level of discomfort that, when analysed, ultimately revolves around a 
question of ethics. People located on the lower rungs of social power hierarchies are often forced to make detours around Western ethical systems in 
order to survive. In a volatile capitalist world characterized by challenges and shifts in the existing world order, the question of ethics in business 
becomes slippery terrain.'' 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Carlos Motta 
1978, Born in Bogotá, Colombia, lives and works in New York, NY  
   
Carlos Motta is a New York based Colombian artist whose interdisciplinary art practice explores the construction of personal and social subjectivities in 
relation to language, vision, representation, memory and history. A graduate of the Whitney Museum Independent Study Program, Motta, holds an MFA 
from Bard College and a BFA from The School of Visual Arts, all in New York. His work has been widely exhibited in US and abroad in solo exhibitions at: 
rum46, Aarhus, Denmark (2006); Real Art Ways, Hartford, CT (2006), Kevin Bruk Gallery, Miami (2006 & 2004); Winklemann Gallery and Schroeder 
Romero Gallery, New York (2006); Alianza Francesa, Bogotá, Colombia (2004); Alonso Garcés Galería, Bogotá, Colombia (2004) and La Corte Arte 
Contemporanea, Florence, Italy (2002). His group exhibitions include: Palazzo Papesse, Siena, Italy (2007), Foam_Fotografie Museum, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands (2007), Manifesta 6 (2006); TEO/éTica, San José, Costa Rica (2006); El Museo’s Bienal, El Museo del Barrio, NY (2005); Biennale d’Arte 
Nuovi, San Benedetto del Tronto, Italy (2004 & 2006), Sara Meltzer Gallery, New York (2006), VideoBrasil, Sao Paolo, Brasil (2005), Produciendo 
Realidad, Prometeo Associazione per l’Arte Contemporanea, Lucca, Itay (2004); Establishing Shot, Artists Space, New York (2004); Salon Regional de 
Bogotá, Museum of Modern Art, Bogota, Colombia (2003); 12 Bienal de Cerveira, Cerveira, Portugal (2003); Agitate, SF Camerawork, San Francisco 
(2003) and Mundos Creados, Fries Museum, Groningen, The Netherlands (2002).  
 

 
SEPTEMBER 22, 2005 
Originally screened at Human Rights Festival "El Salon de La Justicia," Bogotá, CO 
 
September 22, 2005, is a video, which takes place in a "street vendor evacuation action" by the Metropolitan Police of Saô Paolo, Brazil on September 
22, 2005. Vendors reject the violent treatment incurred by the authorities, this lead them react and resist. In the video, two displaced vendors tell their 
opinion about this ongoing situation and lament having no rights or possibilities of working legally. They also question the local system's "lack of 
democracy" in a country "where one wants to work and one can't. One wants to be legal and one can't". 
 

 
 
 



 
Sylvain Froidevaux 
1960 born in Porrentruy (Switzerland), lives and works in Geneva 
 
Sylvain Froidevaux is anthropologist, with a psychopedagogy degree and a Ph-D in Social Sciences of Lausanne University. In the 1980’s and 1990’s he 
lived in Burkina Faso (West Africa) where he led several researches on urban sociability, cultural change, habitat and informal economy. His major 
thesis concerns african knowledge after a long relationship with an old african healer. From 2001 to 2003, Sylvain Froidevaux initiated researches and 
cultural projects in Switzerland and Africa. He founded the collective Creageo focused on anthropology, geography and african history. In 2002, he led a 
survey for the International Red Cross Committee (ICRC) on the question of death and mourning in various religions in the world through the context of 
war. From 2004 to 2005, he collaborates with the Geneva Museum of Ethnography where he performed several exhibitions and publications. In 2006, 
he organized a project of “moving libraries” (bibliothèques mobiles) in the popular districts of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) in collaboration with an 
association of local students and artists. In the frame of CCC program at the Geneva University of art and design (HEAD), he currently collaborates with 
international artistic projects and leads investigations through publications and video performances on the role of art and fiction in anthropology.   
 

 
The story of Onesimus in the New Testament give the opportunity to think the reversible sense of useful and useless status of people and workers in the 
postmodern society. Onesimus, whose name means useful, was by the word of Paul useless as a servant and became useful when his master freed him of 
slavery. As Onesimus, we all are useful and free as producers and consumers. In the view of the neoliberalism, everybody becomes his own manager, 
dealing his time, services or competences for money. In the same time, economic freedom of individuals takes them towards a new alienation, which 
makes them profitable or not profitable according to the market and the benefits of stock exchange. In that way, the Basic Income project could be an 
alternative to escape merchandization and economic exploitation while work kills globally 5’000 people a day, and while the price we have to pay for 
the productivity growth is and mass unemployment, psychological diseases, and social exclusion.       
 
 

                      
 



 
Cicero Egli 
 
1973 born in Zürich, Switzerland, lives and works in Geneva, Switzerland 
 
Lives since 2000 in Geneva and works as artist, film author and independent producer. Interventions, films and exhibitions in the world of critical art 
and the civil society. Uses and creates with cinema essay, audio-visual communication and the creation of platforms of exchange. Critical research and 
militant practices around social movements, technologies and companies, antiglobalization, migration, labor conditions, self-management, squats 
racism and xenophobia. Competences on independent and collective organization, audio-visual technologies and new media, events and exhibitions. 
Works on local and European level. 
 
 

 
PERSPECTIVE FLEXIBLE, 2005 
“Perspective flexible” is based on stories of employees working in different fields. Tendencies towards a new organization of labor, which transforms 
the conditions of work into conditions of life, are outlined. The camera operates in the field of hospital care, transnational air traffic and of multinational 
hotel business. Personal stories are joined to emblematic images of work and producing a contrast, which makes emerge the face of the new conditions. 
The film opens a mental space reflecting the transition to flexibilisation of which personal consequences are more and more perceived in Switzerland. 
(Cicero Egli 
 
 

  
                            
       

 
 



Julia Kläring & Nils Olger 
1978 born in Vienna & 1976 born in Vienna, live and work in Vienna, Austria 
 
Julia Kläring: since 2000 attending the class of (post-) conceptual arts at the University of Fine Arts Vienna. At the moment working on the diploma-
project “Doktor Miyagis Geheimnis” (in cooperation with Nils Olger) and as a researcher for the General Settlement Fund for Victims of 
Nationalsocialism. Nils Olger. student at the academy of fine arts vienna, conceptual art practices. Social worker since 2002. Currently working as legal 
counselor for refugees in Austria.  
 

 
 [ ], 2004/2005 
 
A day in the office. A movie in the office. Two parentheses. Inside or outside? 
The short feature film "[ ]“ shows an office worker at her workplace. Her thoughts are focused on her work and the idea behind it. She walks through the 
office building, she passes other office workers, her inner monologue is accompanying her. Routine and compulsion. Minimal eruptions, that 
nevertheless show existing possibilities and a rest of willpower. Questionnaires on post-fordist working conditions handed out to friends and colleagues 
were used as a  model for the off text. A 10 minute feature film with amateur actors, filmed on mini DV between 11/2004 and 01/2005 in Burgenland,  
Austria. 
I did go to work today. I don't think i will go tomorrow. 
  
 

                       
       

 
 
 
 



REINIGUNGSGESELLSCHAFT 
 
Martin Keil , born 1968 & Henrik Mayer, born 1971, live and work in Dresden, Germany 
 
REINIGUNGSGESELLSCHAFT (RG) is a project group founded in 1996 and based in Dresden (Germany). RG is run by Martin Keil and Henrik Mayer, who 
work at the point of intersection between art, economy, and social reality. They work on themes of importance for society in artistic and curatorial 
projects and especially elaborated the change of the working world and artists self organisation.  
 
 

 
THE CITY OF COOL 
REINIGUNGSGESELLSCHAFT for WESTEND 05 - KNOW YOUR RIGHTS - Festival at Leipzig/Plagwitz. 
10th - 19th June 2005 
The Project of RG proposes a temporary re-naming of the streets in Leipzig/Plagwitz during the festival. In the framework of the activities there are 
created street signs, which replace the normal signs. The project puts into question the compatibility of democracy and the rules of a free market. 
Starting point is the dynamic process of a re-orientation, which is taking place at the moment in Leipzig Plagwitz. The quarter is still affected by the 
history of a ran down industrial era, but offers at the same moment a varity of free space. The omnipresent vacancy and unused urban waste land 
contrasts to initiatives by inhabitants, a growing art scene, small enterprises and fficial city planning strategies. RG is interested in the role, that plays 
culture in this new growing system of values. How does it happen, that a district of a town gets the reputation to be "in". How does it become a staging 
area for artists and entrepreneural activities? By overlaying the historical street names with actual and trendy concepts, the attentions is drawn to the 
current developement of this district of the city. The temporary re-naming shall create a sensibility for the synergies and contradictions, that are part of 
the city developement process 
 
 

 
 



VIRTUAL WALLPAPERS 
 
Share Widely ! Distributed Knowledge on the Web — The Shape of Common Experience in a Transitory Economy 
http://www.cyberaxe.org/07/tiki-index.php?page=Virtual+Wallpapers+project 

 
Production : 
Geneva University of Art and Design – Geneva (Switzerland) http://www.hesge.ch/head 
CCC - The Study Program Critical Curatorial Cybermedia http://www.ccc-programme.org  
 
Participating Artists :  
Alejandra Ayala Pratti, Alejandra Ballon, Sophia Buillard, Tristan De Bartolo, Olivier Desvoignes, Lauro Foletti,  Sylvain Froidevaux, Sandra 
Irsapoullé, Capucine Maréchal, Luz Munoz, Danaé Panchaud, Camille Jeanne Poncet, Jean-Marie Reynier, Natalia Rodriguez, Tilo Steireif, 
Laura Von Niederhäusern  
 
ABOUT THE PROJECT 
Share Widely!  Distributed Knowledge on the Web — The Shape of Common Experience in a Transitory Economy  
 
The Virtual Wall Papers project focuses on creative expression and alternative art discourses using digital art for the Web. A broad range of Virtual Wall 
Papers, designed by an international group of artists, is offered to participatory platforms of their choice. Virtual Wall Papers are conceptual/activist 
works using quite consciously the shared culture in the knowledge economy. Among the knowledge environments, the e-participation environments 
offer an opportunity to construct shared knowledge on a non-profit base, opening critical perspectives in the field of Internet networks. They deal with 
a new type of media practice defined as ‘post-media practices’ that offer an alternative to the regime of mass media. Post-media practices are 
characterised by small, diverse, distributed networks of operators who make use of the new, digital means of production and distribution. Post-media 
practice relays to a critical attitude towards the media in use, acting in lateral rather vertical configurations, and an acceptance of the processuality and 
continuous transformation of context and practice. Virtual Wall Papers are a lively and powerful networking tool. They testify to the importance of the 
desire for sharing knowledge and working together with participatory platforms involved in the critical reflection of culture, economics or living modes 
in an age strongly influenced by digital technologies and their social repercussions. The chosen participatory platforms provide a large scale of shared 
common goods from specific Internet vigilance to the free exchange of cooking receipts for a multicultural society, leading people to appreciate the 
skills and the interests of the multitude. The Virtual Wall Papers offered to participatory platforms enable active participation in the new communities 
emerging within a networked society in the twenty-first century. The Virtual Wall Papers project takes part to the concept development of the 
Contrasted Working Worlds project (CWW) that aims to lead to a comprehensive understanding of the capitalist transformation into knowledge 
economy. The emphasize on participatory cultures, couple with a critical approach to the history of neo-liberalism, is a condition to find out ways to 
introduce gift economy in the labour market, as the Open Source movement did in software economics.  
 
www.cyberaxe.org/07/tiki-index.php 

http://www.cyberaxe.org/07/tiki-index.php?page=Virtual+Wallpapers+project
http://www.hesge.ch/head
http://www.ccc-programme.org/
http://www.cyberaxe.org/07/tiki-index.php


ABOUT THE WORKS  
16 Virtual wallpapers offered to participatory platforms on the Internet – 2007 Edition 
http://www.cyberaxe.org/07/tiki-index.php?page=Wallpapers+%2F+Gallery 
 
Alejandra Ayala Pratti REVOLUTION DES MICROSYSTEMES  http://www.ecomun.org 
Alejandra Ballon REGAINING THE PLEASURE: A TIGRIS METATEXT http://www.streamtime.org 
Sophia Buillard RADINS http://www.lesradins.com 
Tristan De Bartolo CYBERCYBERCYBER http://www.cyberaxe.org/ 
Olivier Desvoignes BANANA REPUBLIC http://www.boycottcity.org 
Lauro Foletti FREEFORM http://wfmu.org 
Sylvain Froidevaux AFRIK-ART-CHIVES http://www.cooperation.net 
Sandra Irsapoullé BUG IT ! http://endehors.org 
Capucine Maréchal CULTURE LIBRE http://culturelibre.net 
Luz Munoz CELLULAR ACTIVITY O UNGOVERNABLE REAPPEARENCES http://www.ciutatsocasionals.net 
Danaé Panchaud TOUCHED BY HIS NOODLY APPENDAGE http://www.venganza.org 
Camille Jeanne Poncet PIKI-NIC  http://www.wiki-brest.net/index.php/Recettes_de_cuisine 
Jean-Marie Reynier LE SAVOIR PARTAGE EST UNE UTOPIE REALISABLE!  http://www.liberliber.it/ 
Natalia Rodriguez LOS CARACOLES ZAPATISTAS   http://www.ezln.org 
Tilo Steireif SANS TITRE http://www.bigbrotherawards.ch 
Laura Von Niederhäusern EIDOSCOPE http://www.dreiundzwanzigvierzig.de/index.htm  
 
ABOUT THE PRODUCERS 
Critical Curatorial Cybermedia 
The Study Program Critical Curatorial Cybermedia (established in 1997) is an interdisciplinary program in which artistic practice is based on political 
thought, post-colonial and gender theories, the art of exhibition, and the art of the Internet networks and culture. The CCC program develops research 
on the politics of networks, mobility, and multicultural identities. Multimedia projects take discursive, narrative or visual forms. The whole research 
process is a portion of the Cybermedia studies within the CCC, critical curatorial cybermedia, study program at the Geneva University of Art and Design, 
Switzerland.The cyberstudies courses take place in the educational new media landscape, leading students to expand their capacity for critical and 
creative thinking in the Internet culture and to investigate aesthetic and perceptual possibilities as they engage in digital production. The courses are 
designed to teach students to both make and reflect upon media and in the process, combining technical skills with the cultural and social expertise in 
the Web experimental development. Students are being prepared, both experimentally, as artists, and in a variety of areas of concept development, 
writing, directing and research. The faculty includes eight international professors: Catherine Queloz, Liliane Schneiter, Nils Norman, Ursula Biemann, 
Moyra Davey, Mark Dion, Christian Holler.  
www.ccc-programme.org 
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